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A CHARACTERIZATION OF A COMPLEX PROJECTIVE

SPACE BY THE SPECTRUM

BY SHUKICHI TANNO

0. Introduction

Let (M, g) be a compact m-dimensional Riemannian manifold and (Sm, g0)
be an ra-sphere of constant curvature 1. We denote the spectrum of the Laplacian
acting on functions on (M, g) by Spec (M, g). If ra^β, Spec (M, g)=Spec (Sm, g0)
implies that (M, g) is isometric to (Sm, go) (Berger [1], Tanno [8]). For rn^Π
it is an open question if (Sm, gQ) is characterized by the spectrum. In [9] we
proved the following.

THEOREM A (Tanno [9]). Assume that Spec(M, g)=Spec(Sm, g0). If g is
sufficiently close to constant curvature metric, then (M, g) is isometric to (Sm, g0).

In this paper we give the Kahler version of Theorem A. Let (M, /, g) be
a compact Kahlerian manifold of dimension m—2n, and (CPn, Jo, g0) be a com-
plex projective space with the Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic sec-
tional curvature 4. Then, we get the following. (Cf. PROPOSITION 2.1.)

THEOREM B. Assume that Spec (M, /, g)=Spec (CPn, /<,, gQ). If g ts suf-
ficiently close to constant holomorphic sectional curvature metric, then (M, /, g) is
holomorphically isometric to (CPn, Jo, go).

As for isospectral deformations of flat metrics, see [4], [5], and for inverse
spectral results for negatively curved manifolds, see [2], [3].

1. Preliminaries

Let (M, /, g) be a Kahlerian manifold, where /=(/)•) denotes the complex
structure tensor and g=(gιj) a Kahler metric. By R={R)kι)> p—{Rjt) and 5 we
denote the Riemannian curvature tensor, the Ricci curvature tensor and the
scalar curvature of (M, /, g), respectively. We put
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Then we have the following classical relations:

* _ D Γrs_or> Trs

R*Ji3=S, R*R*»=RtJR».

The Bochner curvature tensor B — {B)kι) is by definition

+ RtJjι-RΐJjk+2RZJH+2JιjRfι)/(m+4)

+ S<£tkgJ,-gugjk+JtkJjι-JιιJjk+2JιJki)/(m+2)(m+4ι),

where m—2n—dimM. Easily we get

g*kBιjH=0, JHBιjkl=0,

JikBtjkl=0.

We use the following notations:

(P, Q)=Pl}klQ"tι, \P\*={P,P),

(P, Q,T)=P»klQ"r,T
n

t),

<V\Q,T)=UnQτmT»ι,

{U;V;T)=UikV'ιTιjkl,

{UVW) = Uι

jV
1

kW
k

%,

where P, Q, and T are tensor fields of type (1, 3) and U, V, and W are tensor
fields of type (1, 1).

In the following calculations the methods are similar to ones in [9]. We
obtain

(1.1) (R, R, R)=(R, B, B)+8(p R, B)/(n+2)+8(p p B)/(n+2)

-2S(R,B)/(n + l)(n+2)+24(ppP)/(n+2γ

+4(n+6)(io; p; R)/(n+2)*+2(n-9)S(p,

-(n-l)S7(κ + D2(«+2)2,

(1.2) (p R, B)=(p B, B)+4(p • p B)/(n+2),
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(1.3) {p R, R)=(p R, B)+A[_{ppp)+{p p i?)]/(n+2)

-2S(p, p)/(n+l)(n+2),

(1.4) (R,B)=(B,B),

(1.5) (p |0 /?)=(|0 /o β)+(2n + l)S(|

+2(ioio/o)/(π+2)-S8/4(n

where we have used the following

BtJklR*»R*kl=2(p',p',B)

etc.
Next we assume that M is compact. Let λ% be the 2-th eigenvalue of the

Laplacian acting on functions on (M, g) and let Spec (M, g) denote the spectrum
of (M, g). Then the asymptotic expansion by Minakshisundaram-Pleijel is

βtP (f | 0),

where dβ = aβ(M, g) and

(1.6) a0=Vol(M,g),

(1.7) α1=(l/6)j i fS,

(1.8) α,=(l/360)( [ 2 | i ? | 2 - 2 | ^

(1.9) fl8=(l/6!)f [-Z+2SIi?IV3-2S1/0 1 7 3 + 5 5 7 9 + ^ ] ,
j 3/

where we have put

Z = 17/? 179+2617^01763+1421751763,

,4=8(7?, R, R)/2l-8(p; R, i?)/63+20(io p\ R)/63-4(ppp)/7.

We put

G i i = i?i i-S^ ί /2n.

Then, (g, G)=0 and

(1.10) |G | 2 =| i o | 2 —S a /2n,

(1.11) (p;p;B)=(G;G;B),

(1.12)

Since
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we obtain (cf. [8])

(1.13) 2 | i?Γ-2| 1 o| 2 +5S 2 =2|5| 2 +2(β-n)|GΓ/U+2)

+(5n2+4n+3)S2/n(n + l).

By (1.1)~(1.5), we obtain

(1.14) A=8(R, B, B)/21+8(22-n)(p B, B)/63(n+2)

-16S\B\2/21(n + l)(n+2)+p (p; p; B)

+q-(ppp)+uS\p\*+υS\
where

(1.15) £=4(5tt2+7βn+420)/β3(tt+2)2,

(1.16) ^=8(n2+92n+276)/β3(n+2)3-4/7

-=-4(9n3+52n2-7βn-480)/63(n+2)3,

(1.17) w

(1.18) i

LEMMA 1.1. α3 and A are expressed as follows:

(1.19) α8=(l/6!)( [ - Z + 2 S | B \2β+2(6-n)S\G\2/3(n+2)

(1.20) A=8(R, B} S)/21+8(22-ή)(p B, B)/63(n+2)

G; G B)

Proof. Eliminating S( | i ? | 2 -1 ^l2) from (1.9) by (1.13) we get (1.19). By
(1.10)^(1.12) and (1.14) we obtain (1.20). Q. E. D.

A Kahlerian manifold (M, J, g) is of constant holomorphic sectional curva-
ture 4, if and only if

(1.21) Rτjkl —

We define E as the space of all (0, 4)-tensor fields T satisfying the following
conditions

ijkl—lklij, ί ijkl— i jikl ,

TtsklJiJί=Tr.H, JiJTlJtl=0.

The Bochner curvature tensor B belongs to E.
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If (M, /, g) is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4, then we obtain

(R, T, Γ)=4(7\ T)

for any T in E. This follows from (1.21) and the definition of E.

A Kahlerian manifold (M, /, g) is of constant holomorphic sectional curva-
ture, if and only if B=G=0.

2. Kahler metrics close to constant holomorphic sectional
curvature metric

Let (CPn, Jo, go) be a complex projective space with the Fubini-Study metric
of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4. Then the scalar curvature So is
equal to 4n(n + l). We put a°β = aβ(CPn, Jo, go)

PROPOSITION 2.1. There exists a positive number δ = δ(n)<l with the follow-
tng property: Assume that a compact Kdhlerian manifold (M, /, g), dim M=2n,
satisfies the following conditions)

(i) {R, Ty T)^4(1+3)(T, T) for

(ii) 2(n + l)(l-δ)<Ricct curvature<2(n +1)(1+δ),

(in) | S | < 3 ,

(iv) aβ = a°β, ^ = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 .

(M, /, ,§•) 2S holomorphically isometric to (CPn, Jo, go)

If n^β, Spec(M, /, g)=Spec(CPn, Jo, g0) implies that (M, /, g ) is holomor-
phically isometric to (CPn, JQ, g0) (cf. [8]). Therefore in the proof of the Pro-
position 2.1 we can assume that n ^ 7 . We assume that (M, /, g) satisfies (i)~
(iv) and show that δ can be determined so that (M, /, g) is holomorphically
isometric to (CPn, /„, ^ 0 ) . ao=ao

o means that Vol (M, /, ^)=Vol(CPn, Jo, g0).

αi=flS implies that fs=4n(n + l) Vol (CP71, /0, go).

LEMMA 2.2. We have S>0 and

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3) 0

P r ^ / . 5 > 0 and (2.1) follow from (ii). As for (2.2) and (2.3) see Lemma 3
and Lemma 6 in [9]. Q. E. D.
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By (1.13) and a2=a°2 we get

(2.4) 2 ( n - 6 ) ί | G | 2 = 2 ( n + 2 ) \ \B\2

J M J M

+ [(n+2)(5n2+4w+3)/n(n + l)]

By Lemma 1.1 and as—a°3 we obtain

D: =^[-Z+8(i?, B, B)/2l+8(22-n)(p; B,

| 2 + ί (G; G; B)

=0.

LEMMA 2.3. We put μ=l if 22>n and μ= — l if 22<n. Then

(2.5) (22-nXp; B, B)S{22-n)2{n + l){l+μΰ)\B\\

(2.6) 2/3-16/21(n + l)(n+2)>0, p>0, v<0,

(2.7) q/n + u-2(n-6)/3(n+2)<0,

(2.8) ^

(2.9) ^

(2.10) (G; G; 5 ) ^ ^ | G | 2 .

Proof. (2.5) follows from (ii). (2.6) is trivial. To prove (2.8) first we get

(2.11) ^/4

Then (2.8) is clear. (2.9) follows from (ii). (2.10) follows from (iii) (cf. Lemma
7 in [9]). Q. E. D.

Applying (i), (ii), Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 to D we get

(2.12) [

+ [2/3-16/21(n+l)(n+2)]4n(B4 l)( l+ δ) \B\*

[
M

+ 16(22- n)(n+ί)a+μδ)\B\2/63(n+2)
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N e x t a p p l y i n g (2.4) t o \G\2 in (2.12) w e obta in

(2.13) D^\ t-Z-(U-Pδ)\B\2-(V-Qδ)(S2-Sd~]

where we have put

-2(n + l)(n+2)(3q+2nu)/(n-6),

P -32/21+16(22-n)(tt + l)μ/63(rc+2)

+ [4/3-16/21(n + l)(n+2)]4n(n + l)

-(n+2)(5n2+4n+3)l3q+2nu-4n(n-6)/3(n+2)3/n(n-6),

By calculations we get

(2.14) 3<7+2M =

(2.15) /7=2(7βn4+144n3-960n2-313βn-249β)/β3(n+2)2(n-β).

Therefore we see that U is positive. Since q/4:n
2Jru/2nJrv is negative by (2.11)

and 3q+2nu is negative by (2.14), we get

=8(n-3)/3 .

Therefore V is also positive. Since P and Q are positive, we can define δ by

(2.16) <5=min (U/P, V/Q, 99/100).

Proof of Proposition 2.1. By the definition of δ, (2.13) shows that Z=B=0
and S=S0. Furthermore (2.4) shows that G=0, and hence (M, /, g) is of con-
stant holomorphic sectional curvature 4. So (M, /, g) is holomorphically iso-
metric to (CPn, Jo, go). Q. E. D.
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